In this paper, we provide a theoretical framework that consists of graph theoretical and Lyapunov-based a p proaches to stability analysis and distributed control of multi-agent formations. This framework relays on the notion of graph rigidity as a means of identifymg the shape variables of a formation. Using this approach, we can formally define formations of multiple vehicles and three types of stahilization/tracking problem for dynamic multi-agent systems. We show how these three problems can be addressed mutually independent of each other for a formation of two agents. Then, we introduce a procedure called dynamic node augmentation that allows construction of a larger formation with more agents that can be rendered structurally stable in a distributed manner from mme initial formation that is structurally stable. We provide two examples of formations that can he controlled using this approach, namely, the V-formation and the diamond formation. 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n Formation stahilizationftracking for systems of multiple vehicles/agents are of primary interest in both military and industrial applications. Multi-agent systems arise in broad aress including formation flight of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs), coordination of clusters of satellites, automated highway systems, flocking/schooling in nature 111, coordination of underactuated Marine vehicles in search and rescue operations, and molecular conformation problems [Z].
A b s t r a c t
In this paper, we provide a theoretical framework that consists of graph theoretical and Lyapunov-based a p proaches to stability analysis and distributed control of multi-agent formations. This framework relays on the notion of graph rigidity as a means of identifymg the shape variables of a formation. Using this approach, we can formally define formations of multiple vehicles and three types of stahilization/tracking problem for dynamic multi-agent systems. We show how these three problems can be addressed mutually independent of each other for a formation of two agents. Then, we introduce a procedure called dynamic node augmentation that allows construction of a larger formation with more agents that can be rendered structurally stable in a distributed manner from mme initial formation that is structurally stable. We provide two examples of formations that can he controlled using this approach, namely, the V-formation and the diamond formation. Some of the applications of interest to us are performing low-altitude maneuvers hy a group of UAVs that involves avoidance of obstacles and (possibly) adversarial vehicles. In its simplest form, the task of obstacle avoidance hy a group of vehicles requires performing split/rejoin maneuvers. In addition, due to the environmental restrictions, the information flow [3] and/or formation of a group of vehicles (41 need to change. This set of changes in the operational modes of a group of autonomous vehicles is schematically shown in Fig. 1 . In this figure, each discrete-mode of operation is a formation gmph that is defined in (41 based on the notion of graph rigidity [SI, [6], 171, [SI, (91, [lo] . A crucial element in performing the majority of these maneuvers is the capability to solve stabilization/tmcking problem for f o m a t w n s of multiple dynamic agents. The problem of distributed structuml stabilization of fonations of multiple vehicles using bounded control inputs is addressed in [ll]. This is done by construction of a structural potential function from a minimally rigid graph [4] that has a unique global minimum (up to rotation, translation, and folding [ll]). In (11, a different type of potential function is used. In the context of that work, a unique global minimum of the overall potential function is not desirable. Furthermore, according to (11 construction of a global potential function with a unique minimum requires adding several virtual vehicles.
In both gradient flow based methods relying on construction of potential functions suggested in [l], [ll], the information flow in the network of multiple agents is undirected and every two agents that are connected through a link either communicate with each other, or sense relative coordinates w.r.t. each other. This is in sharp contrast to the work'in [31 which readily allows directed information flow. However, the mathematical framework in 131 does not apply to agents with nonlinear dynamics and/or performing operations like rotation of the attitude of a formation.
In summary, the main contribution of this work is to provide a means for performing stabilization/tracking in multi-agent systems in distributed and directed fashion that is capable of dealing with agents that have nonlinear dynamics and/or performing arbitrary rotations and translations. The key analytical tool is a separation principle that decouples structural stabilization from navigational tracking and the dynamic node augmentation procedure. This procedure allows construction of a larger formation with more agents that can be rendered structurally stable in a distributed manner from some initial formation that is structurally stable.
Here is an outline of the paper. In Section 2, we define formations of multiple dynamic agents. In Section 3, we &ve some background on graph rigidity and define minimally rigid graphs. In Section 4, structural stabilization and tracking for a formation of two agents is presented. In Section 5, we state our main result on dynamic node augmentation. In Section 6, the simulation results for stabilization to a diamond formation are presented. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 7. where q,,pi, U . E B" for all i E 1 = (1,. . . , n}. Therefore, each agent has a linear dynamics. Remark 1. This assumption is made for the sake of presenting the main geometric and graph-theoretic ideas rather than getting involved in the technical details of dealing with nonlinear control of underactuated/nonholonomic mechanical systems.
A formation of n-agents together with the position and the attitude of a formation is formally defined in [4] based on the notion of graph rigidity.
Consider an n-grid as a set of n points in Bm shown in is called the configuration of the n-grid. Identifying anagent i E 1 by its position qi, an agent can be viewed as a point in Rm. Assume -q111 > 0 and connect the agents 1 and 2 hy a directed partial-line el2 that is called the base-edge of the n-grid. For any n-grid in B2, a body-axes can be defined by taking elz as the denotes the number of elements of the set), the set of edges E, and the set of weights W . In addition, define Z = { 1,2,. . , , n} as the set of indices of the element of V. Each agent in a multi-agent system can be viewed BS a node of the graph G which represents the overall system. Remark 2 . Throughout this paper, we Bssume that controller of the multi-agent system is distributed. This means that each agent performs sensing and communicotion with all of its neighbors J; := {j € Z : eij € &} in a graph D = (V, E). As a special case, this definition of a neighbor includes the CBSB of spatial neighbors of an agent that are located within a distance d > 0 of each agent (see [l] ).
Let qi E R" denote the coordinates vector assigned to node vi of the graph. Then q = (q,, . . . , qn)e E B"" is called a realization of 5 iff
l l q j -q i l l =~i j , ' J e i j € E , q i , q j € W "
where W Any rigid graph G with n 2 2'nodes and 2n -3 edges is called a minimally rigid graph (MRG) [4] . Due to computational and communications costs in a network of n-vehicles, we are interested in the least possible number of edges between the agents that creates a rigid graph and thus a locally stabiliing distributed control law for each vehicle [ll] . This makes minimally rigid graphs the ideal choice for us. Moreover, MRGs benefit from some nice analytic properties that allow one to construct bigger graphs through connecting minimally rigid subgraphs [4] .
The edges of a minimally rigid graph D = (V,E,W)
define the following set of shape variables for the graph
We call the column vector 7 and manifold Q(G) defined where 712 E R is the new control, we get
which is a fully-actuated system with a single degree of freedom. 0
In this paper, our approach is to define and achieve structural stabilization and navigational stabilizationjtracking for a formation of n = 2 dynamic agents.
Then, we augment this formation with further agents and demonstrate a three-way sepamtion principle in control design for both current and successively added agents. This process in a graph theoretical setting is called node augmentation and in (41 it is proved that node augmentation preserves minimal rigidity property of the obtained graph. Proof. The forces applied to each agent are shown in The overall control input for agent4 (i = 1,2) takes the following explicit form:
where the controls us, +,ut can be determined mutually independent of each other. 
Main Result: Dynamic Node Augmentation
One possible way to view a multi-agent formation or group of vehicles with n 2 3 agents is to start with a formation of n = 2 agents and then successively add more agents to the formation. This process is formally described in [4] and is called node augmentation .. Figure 4 The collision-free region of attraction of the closed-loop shape dynamics of the formation.
q=d
Roughly speaking, each new agent, say agent-k, establishes two edges with two exiting agents, say agent-i and agent-j, in the graph representing the formation. This is shown schematically in Fig. 5. In [4] , it is proved that a minimally rigid graph remains minimally rigid under node augmentation. Two examples of graphs created using n o d e augmentation are shown in Fig. 6 . Here is a sequence of nodes and edges that create a (minimally) rigid graph shown in Fig. 6 (a) , (b).
In this section, we describe the process of control design for the augmented agent, called agent-k, to achieve structural stabilization of the obtained formation with the use of control inputs of agent-i and agent-j. The edge dynamics associated with the augmented edges Under Assumption 1, we obtain the following dynamics for the augmented edges:
The shape dynamics associated with the augmented edges in (24) can be rewritten as Sensing: Sensing: Proof. The closed-loop shape dynamics of the augmented edges takes the form:
and therefore (0, w ) = 0 is (locally) exponentially stable. A collision-free region of attraction R for the shape dynamics of the augmented edges can be obtained in a similar way that is discussed in the proof of Theo-
0
For a general formation of n-agents with n 2 3 that can be constructed using successive node augmentations satisfying the non-collinearity condition in Assumption 1, the dynamic node augmentation procedure can be summarized as follows. The first two agents are used t o solve structural stabilization and navigational tracking problems for a formation of n = 2 agents. Then, each new agent solves the structurd stabilizstion for the shape dynamics of the augmented edges. This procedure leads to a distributed control law with a sensing and communication pattern shown in Fig 7. Here, the sonrce might or might not be an agent and it plays the role of a task command center for the formation of the vehicles. Apparently, the sensing pattern (flow) required to implement the controllers obtained using dynamic node augmentation procedure is uni-direction.
The simulations results for construction of a diamond formation using two successive node augmentation t o an initial formation of 2 agents are shown in 
Conclusion
In this paper, we provided a theoretical framework that is a mix of graph theoretical and Lyapunov-bssed a p proaches to stability analysis and distributed formation control for dynamic multi-agent systems. The notion of graph rigidity and minimally rigid graph turned out to be crucial in identifying the shape variables of a formation. Graph rigidity allowed us to formally define formations of multiple dynamic agents and three types of stabiliiation/tracking problems for multi-agent systems. We stated a separation principle that allows a& dressing structural stability and navigational tracking problems independently for a formation of two agents.
Then, we introduced a procedure called dynamic node augmentation that allowed construction of a larger formation with more agents that can be rendered strncturally stable in a distributed manner given that the initial formation is structurally stable. We provided two examples of formations that can be controlled in a distributed fashion using this approach. Namely, the diamond formation and the V-formation. One of the main advantages of this framework is that it can be directly generalized to formation control in R3. Moreover, the sensing performed by each agent in dynamic node augmentation is uni-directional as supposed t o bidirectional sensing as a result of using potential functions.
